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Collection of the best Tamil films made in the last 20 years. Premiere 2001.19. - "Pallava Pavala" (The
Mandala) (Short) 20 years after Madhavan and Rama made this film, their goal is to create the greatest
remake of this film.20. - - The Classical Mandalayan (The Classical) Artist - Bharathia Kumarakantha
(Niyada Ramesh). Screen version of the famous novel "Mandalai" by Nisargadatta Maharaj. Filmed in
1997, directed by R. N. Gunjan. Quality and interestingness - Top 5.21. - Ancient Chinese (Bungaga
Narayana) (Long) With the help of local actors, Rajendra Rao made a historical film about China's
dynasties. Once again, he reunited the old and classical motifs, but with the involvement of modern

actors. It turned out to be a good, tough, interesting film worth watching.22. - Tamil Movie (The
Ancestral Kings) (Original title - "The Anaconda Chronicles", but shortened and modified - The Ancients

Sailor) (Tamil) A movie about the ancient Egyptian civilization. The first attempts to release it on the
screens were made about a year ago. And now we can definitely say that this is one of the most

anticipated films of the year. 23. - Mariyam (Continued) (The Thousand Pillars of the Old Way) (First
Awaiting) An Indian film that is now easily found on the Internet. And this is the category of films that is
suitable for viewing when you donâ€™t feel sorry for the traffic, but you want to remember and mourn

about the old days.24. - Exiaana (The Final Wedding) (Continuation - The Final Fantasy) - Telugu
Romance and stuff like that. The emphasis on love scenes, of course, but the plot is quite worthy, all

because the authors of the film reduced everything to love. The film is a kind of continuation of the film
series with all the characters. The second part of the story about the sisters kidnapped by the order of the

Maharaja from the English colony in India
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